Guide to Loading and Unloading the

ZIP System™ Tape Gun

TAPE GUN

Note: You can easily and efficiently install the new linerless tape with your current ZIP System™ Tape Gun.
There’s no need for new equipment. (See reverse side for details.)

Linerless Tape Loading
Step 1. Pull the lever inside the unwind spool prior
to loading tape roll.

Step 4. Feed leading edge underneath the bottom of
the take-up spool and toward pressure roller.

Step 2. Place tape roll onto unwind spool so the
leading edge unwinds counterclockwise.

Step 5. Pull tape underneath pressure roller with
enough excess to begin applying to panel
seam. Pull tape gun to dispense. Pressure
roller imprint (diamond pattern) should be
observed on tape.

Step 3. Push lever to lock tape roll into place.

See reverse side for information on how to unload the
empty tape roll.
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Lined Tape Loading
Step 1. Follow Steps 1-3 on reverse side to load
tape roll, then open liner clamp and separate
approximately 4" of liner from tape roll.

Step 3. Feed tape over the top of the take-up spool
and under the pressure roller.

Step 2. Feed liner onto the take-up spool and close
liner clamp so it snaps shut.

Tension Adjustment
If the tape gun requires too much pulling force to
dispense the tape, reduce tension by turning the tension
adjustment knob counterclockwise. If liner is not being
accumulated correctly, increase the tension by turning
it clockwise.

Tape Unloading
To remove empty tape core, lift pull ring. Squeeze
thumb tabs while pulling the core away from the gun.
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